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Two Banks of the Same River?

Social Order and Entrepreneur¡alism in lndia

' shutosh Varshney*

Are different kinds of socid orders integrally connected to economic
dynamism and stagnation? Do verrical, or horizontal, socid orders
promote entrepreneurialism? \7hat might be the links benyeen social
structures and entrepreneurialism?

These questions have acquired uncommon anal¡ic salience in India.
As is well known, Indiat economy has done remarkably well in recenr
years. However, this progress has not been even throughout the country;
India's South has surged fa¡ ahead of the North. In 1960, compared to
the North, the South's per capita income was barely higher.t By 2007,
however, the South's per capita income was more tha¡ ¡vice as high.2
The acceleration in the South's per capita income has been especially
rema¡kable since 1980, generally viewed as the sta¡ting poinr of Indiat
economic accelerarion, to which the ma¡ket-oriented reforms of t99t
gave 

" 
further push. During the period 1980-2007, per capita incomes

in the South grew at an annual raæ of 4.32 per cenr; those in the North
at less than half as much (2.12 per cent).

Accounting for about 20.8 per cent of the national population in
the 2001 census, India's South consists of four states: Andhra Pradesh,

*For comments on ea¡lier d¡afrs, I am gratefi.rl to John Harriss, lalahmi Iyer,
Tarun Khanna, Ramaaa Na¡da, a¡d K.C. Suri; rwo anonymous reviewers of
Oxford University Press; interlocurors ar the Shimla and Harva¡d meetings
of the America¡ Politicel Science Associarion (,{PSA)-Tocquwille Project;
commentators ar a workshop at the Cenue for the Study of Developing
Societies, Delhi; a¡d participana ar a semina¡ at the National l¿w School,
Bangalore. I would also like ro thank Sana Jaftey and Serban Tänasa for resea¡ch
assista¡rce.
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Karnataka, Kerala, and Tamil Nadu. India's North is not so easily

definable. For the sake of tractabiliry I will use the term to describe the

Hindi-speøÞing North,holding nearly 4t.6 per cent of Indiat population,
according to the 2001 census, and comprising four big states: Uttar
Pradesh (UP), Madhya Pradesh (MP), Bihaç and þasthan.3 The

statistics summarized above represent these two sets of states.

Amartya Sen suggests that if the current trends çq¡¡i¡us-¿¡d
this assumption is critical-India will soon be 'part California and part
sub-Saha¡an Afric:i.a Though Sen spoke of increasing inequalities amid
rising prosperity in general, the most obvious wa¡ as of now, to interpret
this dramatic comment is to contrast the South (and the 'W'est) and the

North (and the East). The contrast is not perfect and partial exceptions

exist but, on the whole, enormous entrepreneurialism has burst forth in
the South, and the Northern lag, though not locked in perpetuiry, has

been quite noticeable.t
One major difference berween India's North and South is that

lower caste movements opposed to the Hindu c.:tste hierarchy erupted
in Southern India as early as the 1910s and democratic politics-both
movement- a¡rd election-based----eroded the vertically organized caste

system by the late 1960s. The erosion was not deep enough to liberate

the Dalits, but it did lift the middle-ranking other backwa¡d castes

(OBCs), bringing down the political dominance of the upper castes. In
contrast, caste hierarchies have come under intense pressure in parts of
the North relatively recently. Does this social difference have anything
to do with the radically diverging economic trajectory? This is the key

question for this chapter.
My central hypothesis is Tocquwillean. In the 1830s, when

Tocqueville visited Kentucþ a¡d Ohio, he attributed the formert
economic listlessness to the presence of slavery in the state a¡d the
latter's dynamism to the absence of slaves. Aaalogousl¡ it can be

argued that the undermining of a vertical social order in the South
has unleashed enormous entrepreneurial energies, and the Northern
lag in caste politics has delayed the regiont economic transformation.6

Since there was, traditionally speaking, a neat fit between caste and

occupation, entrepreneurship was historically confined only to some

castes.T The unravelling of the caste order in Southern India means

that the relationship between caste and business has broken down.
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Brahmins as well as the lower castes have turned entrePreneurial. In the

North, such developments are more recent and the extent of the social

revolution, arguably, not as deep. The breakdown of caste hierarchies

appears to be integrally connected to the Southern economic rise, and

the converse seems to be true for the Hindi-speaking North. ' scriptiue

(birth-based) verticaliry of social order and entrePreneurialism show

signs of an inverse correlation.s

Observers of Indian political economywill inevitably point to what

appears to be a huge exception to the claim above. The state of Gujarat,

neither part of the South nor the North, has been Indiat fastest growing
economy for over rwo decades and among the fastest gro\¡/ers since as

early as 1960. But unlike the South, Gujarat has not any significant

or long-lasting lower caste movements.e Does that invalidate the basic

claim above?

For historically specific reasons, the traditional business communi-
ties of Gujarat-the Vaishyas-have enjoyed a rema¡kable cultural
hegemony in the state. The social desire to be an entrepreneur is

much more widespread in Gujarat than in any other state in India,

and Brahmins have also followed the social and economic lead of the

Vaishyas.to An entrepreneurial revoludon took place in Gujarat due to

the cultural hegemony of the Vaishyas, not beceuse of a lower caste

revolution. These are two different routes to the same outcome, but each

relies on breaking the traditional linþ betuteen caste and occupdtion.

It is perhaps incontestable that multiple factors are nearly dways

involved in the long-run economic transformation of a country or

region. In explaining the Southern turnaround, I will make no attemPt

to analyse the many factors that could potentially be listed: superior

infrastructure, greater public investment, higher mass literacy, superior

health indicators, better law and order, etc.tr Changing caste structure is

one of several factors in a multiva¡iate explanato{F sPace . Later work will
have to wresde with the question ofwhich factor accounrs for how much

of the transformation, if it is possible at all to ha¡dle such a quesdon

in a statistically rigorous fashion. My focus will be on a conceptudly
significant matter whose importance in economic explanations is not
explicitly recognized. The social foundations of entrepreneurialism are

rarely included in economic explanations of success'
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There a¡e two conventional ways of explaining economic transfor-
mation at low levels of income. Economic growth is either viewed as a

funcdon of rising savings and investmenrs rates;r2 or explained in rerms
of growth-inducing economic policies and institutions.r3 The former
is often termed factor-d¡iven growth, to be analytically distinguished
from efficiency-driven gromh normally associated with economic
policies such as trade-openness.ra There is also an drernative line of
inquiry that some schola¡s have deployed to explain economic success.

In this alternative frameworh human development indices, especidly
education and literacy, are emphasized. Mass literacy can lift skills and
give millions grearer capabilities, which in rurn allow them ro creÍrte
a¡d./or exploit economic opportunities.t5 illiterate populations srnnot
be highly productive in modern times.

In either tradition, the focus is on entrepreneurialism and its social
foundations. In what follows, I start with the theoretical inspiration
behind framing the problem of economic dynamism in terms of social
orders. Having oudined the inspiration and analysed its implications,
I move on to India and present some economic contrasts ben¡¡een
India's North and South. Next, I concentrere on a particular Southern
caste, the Nadars, to illustrate the depth of Southern transformation
and identify the mechanisms of tra¡sformation. The commercial
implications of an emerging political revolution in a Northern srete,
bringing a Ddit perty to porÃ¡er, are explored next. The final section
summarizes the arguments.

TOCQUEVTLLE AND TWO BANKS OFTHE OHtO RTVER

Tocquevillet Democtacy in '4neric¿ does not centrally deal \¡virh race, a
master na¡rative of American politics and society.r' Orly a section, 'The
Three Races that Inhabit the United Stares', is devoted to understanding
the economic and political implications of racial stratification. Nearly
a decade before John Stuart Mill proposed his method of difference in
L84317, Tocqueville anticipared that form of reasoning and a¡gued that
the setdements on either side of the Ohio river, Kentud<y and Ohio, were
identic¿l in all respecs ei(cepr for slavery and that slavery made all the
difference to their landscapes of economic dynamism and lisdessness.

The stream that the Indians had named the Ohio, or Beautifr¡l River par
excellence, waters one of the most magnificent valleys in which man has wer
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lived. On both banks of the Ohio stretched undulating ground with soil

continually offering the cultivator inexhausdble ûe¿$ures; on both banla the

air is equally healthy and the climate temperate; they both form the frontier of
'a vast state: that which follows the innumerable windings of the Ohio on the

left bank is called Kentucky; ù. other takes its name from the river iaelf. There

is only one difference between the rwo states: Kenrucky allows slaves, but Ohio
refrrses to have them.

So the traveler who lets r}re currenr carry him down the Ohio dll it joins

the Mississippi sails, so to sa¡ between Êeedom and slavery; and he has only to

glance around to see instantly which is best for mankind.

On the left of the river the population is sparse; Êom time to time one

sees a troop of slaves loitering through halÊdesened fields; the primwal forest

is constantly reappearing; one might say that society had gone to sleep; it is

natu¡e that seems active and dive, whereas man is idle.

But on the right bank a confr¡sed hum proclaims from afar that men are

busily at work; fine crops cover the Êelds; elegant dwellings testifr to the mste

and industry of the workers; on all sides there is evidence of comfon; man

appears rich and contented; he works.r8

It may well be that in the 1830s, Kentucþ and Ohio ïvere not
identical in all respects except slavery. The possibilities of a naturd
experiment in the social sciences have alwal.s been viewed as quite
limited. Though experimental methods have yet again risen beyond
psychology (where they have always maintained a stronghold), even the
most enthusiastic exponents of the method have not been able to reject

the idea that fi.rlly controlled, laboratoryJike experimens are inherently
ha¡d to come by for a whole range of deeper political, economic, or
social questions. It is easier to have experimentd resea¡ch designs to
sort out which poverty programmes work better than to understand
the causes of civil wa¡s and breakdowns of democracy. Moreover, even

when experimental designs to ascertain the effectiveness of development
programmes do approximate laboratory-like conditions, their external
vdidity<r potential for generalization to society at large-has been

a matter of considerable doubt.te Still, Tocquwillet insight, viz. that
slavery impeded economic dynamism and the absence of slavery freed
human spirit and creativity, is to be taken seriously. It stands to reason.

'S7hy should a vertical social order inhibit productivity? Following
T"ylo.,'o we can argue that a hierarchic¿l social order is defined by
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honour, not dignity.2t By depriving the toiling masses of dignity and
reserving honour only for the slave-owners, slavery stifled the creativiry
of millions, who could have potentially taken life in their own hands,
negotiated a legally secure space for polidcal and economic expression,
and added substantially to the ideas and productivity of the whole
society.

It is, of course, worth probing whether ascriptive hierarchies
are always associated with lack of economic dynamism. Moore
gave a widely noted answer four decades back.22 By focusing on the
comparative history of modernity, he identified a way of combining
deeply structured hierarchies and economic productivity in the
early years of German and Japanese industrializarion. An industrial
transformation of largely agrarian socieries, he argued, was possible
if 'labor-repressive agriculture' was imposed upon the peasantry.
Exploiting peasants economically but inculcating values of obedience
in them (and also drawing their support by arousing inrense hatred for
'the other'), both Germany and Japan, despite their hierarchicd social
orders, managed to go through a massive industrial transformation in
the first three decades of the twenderh century. But such industrial
transformations, according to Moore, are normally accompanied
by militant dictatorships, and we know from comparative theory of
democratization that at high levels of income, dictatorships are not
sustainable.23 The implication is that ascriptive hierarchy and economic
productiviry can go rogerher, but not for long. Sustained and long-
run economic productivity requires rhe erosion, not maintenance, of
ascriptive stratification. In order for economies ro conrinue to do well,
human beings must breathe freely.

Let me no\ü req$r Tocqueville's basic argumenr in the language
of modern social science, and suggesr that it ca¡ be meaningfirlly
extended to India. In his comparison of the two banls of the Ohio
river, Tocquwille essentially talked about the negative economic impact
of what Horowiz has called a ranked ethnic sysrem, which is to be
distinguished from an unra¡ked ethnic system.24

Honrzovrnl AND VERTIcAL SoctAt- Ono¡ns

Key to Horowir¿'s disdnction betvieen ranked and unranked ethnic
systems is the idea that relations between ethnic groups can have a
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horizontd, or vertical, structure. In a horizontal social order, an ethnic

group is more or /¿s¡ randomly distributed over the upper, middle, and

lower classes. In such systems, ethniciry an ascriptive term, does not
' coincide with class, a term economicdly or occupationally defined.

Think of the Irish in the United States toda¡ though one should quickly
note that is not how the Irish were distributed over the va¡ious economic
class caregories in the 1840s and 1850s, when the ancestors of most

Irish-America¡rs arrived at US shores as poor peasants escaping a potato
famine in Ireland. Analogousl¡ the Nadars ofTämil Nadu, discussed at

length later, a¡e now to be found in all sorts ofclass categories, though
until 150 years ago, theywere mosdy toddy tappers', conÊned to a'near

untouchable' a¡d unclean status.

Group relations can also take a radically different, and vertical,
form. A vertical social order represents an overlap of ethnicity and class.

In such systems, ethnic groups are occupationally conÊned, interoccu-
pational mobiliry is prohibited by custom or coercion, and some groups

are superordinate and others subordinate. In the 6eld of comparative
ethnicity, racial slavery in the US and the apartheid system of South
Africa a¡e viewed as examples of an ideal-rypical venic:l ethnic order.

How about Indiat c¿rste system? How does it compare with racid
sûatific¿tion? Just as race is the da¡k underbelly of American society,

caste is India's da¡k underbelly. This equivalence, not entirely obvious,

requires some explanation. Race and caste are not identic¿I, but they

sha¡e some key conceptual properties.
læt us first note the key differences between racial stratiÊcadon, as

historically observed in the US, and caste stradficåtion, as it traditionally
operated in India. First, whatever one may say of ancient times, we

have no evidence that in the late medieval or modern periods of Indian
history the Dalits, untouchable for centuries, and the lower Hindu
castes were eter enshued at a grou?. Slavery in modern India existed, but
in pockets. Moreove! no specific ethnic group, or câste, was viewed as

a target of enslavement all over India, or in arty given linguistic region.

Ethnic groups were neither bought and sold as commodities, nor owned

as private property, as slaves were. The most recent historical overview

of South Asian slavery argues that 'capture in war and impoverishment'
lvere the 'two primary mechanisms of enslavement in South Asia'.25

Caste was not directly linked to slavery.
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Second, caste and skin colour do not perfecdy overlap, as they
normdly tend to do in a racial stratificarion Ð¡stem. Iast names give
the caste away in India, not the colour of the skin. Da¡ker skinned
Brahmins and lighter skinned lower castes can be easily found in all
pans of India. Since there are no all-India last narnes, the caste system is
normally defined as national in theory but regional or local in practice.
It is virtually impossible for most South Indian Brahmins to recognize
North Indian Brahmin last names and aice aersø. The same is true for
other castes. There a¡e Dalits dl over India, but there are no all-India
Dalit last names. Each lnt narne mzþes sense in a lingaistic register, and,
India has many linguistic regions. As a consequence, conceptually,
caste-based stretification is no differenr from racial stratific¿tion but,
empirically, its theatre of operation is alwa¡n loc¿I or regional. This is
one of the imponanr reasons why national-level caste-based political
parties do not exist in India. Caste-based parries tend to be regional.

Let us no\¡/ turn to the commonalities berween racial and caste
stratitcation. Two simila¡ities sta¡d our. First, each is an ascriptive and
verticd division of labour.26 The 44¡h President of the US wrote about
'the almost mathematical precision with which America's race and
class problems (are) joined'.27 [n irs pristine form, the caste system also
aligned the ascriptive and occupational categories more or less perfecdy.
The upper castes had the higher professions (priesthood, administrerion,
the milita¡y, scholarship, business); the Dalits, untouchables' until
India's independence and Scheduled Castes (SCs) since then, were
placed at the bottom of the social scale and restricted to the þolluting
professions (cleaning, scavenging, learher making, alcohol making,
etc.); and the 'lower câsres', located in the middle, had the menial jobs
(mainly farming and a¡tisanship). The 'lower' or middle' castes came
to be called the bther baclrwa¡d castes' (OBCs) after independence. In
aggregete terms, thus, the caste hiera¡chy is tri-rnodtl. The three modes
are: upper castes, OBCs, and Dalits (SCs).28

Beyond an enrunerarion of SCs, no caste census has been taken
since 1931. As a result, we do not have precise demographic percenreges
for the va¡ious castes. India's 20ll Census may give us reasonably
precise magnitudes, bur the general belief thus fu has been that the
upper cí¡stes constitute about 15-18 per cent of Indiat population, the
OBG 45-50 per cent, and SCs 17 per cent of conremporary India.2e

I
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Another similarity ben¡¡een race in the US and caste in India has

to do with segregetion and denial of human dignity. Like AÊican-

Americans, Ddits were also sociallysegregated in all parts oflndia. There

\Ã¡ere no common civic sites where the Dalits and lower castes could

come together, and simila¡ was the case for Dalits and the upper castes

too. Temples, housing, community halls, and, especially in southern

India, even roads were segregated. Consider how the Ezhavas, a toddy-

tapping caste, called semi-polluted due to its traditional professional

association with alcohol-making, v/ere treeted until roaþþ the 1930s in
Kerala, paradoxically India's most socially egditarian state today:

They were not allowed to walk on public roads....They were Hindus, but they

could not enter temples. \7hile their pigs and c¿tde could frequent the premises

of the temple, they were not allowed to go even there. Ezhavas could not use

public wells or public places....

...4n Ezhava should keep himself, et least thirry six feet away Êom

a Namboodiri and rvelve feet away from a Nair....He must address a caste

Hindu man, as Thdmpurøn (My lotd) and woman as Thampurati (My l-ady)....

He must stand before a caste Hindu in awe and reverence, assuming a humble

posnue. He should never d¡ess himself up like a caste Hindu; never construct

a house on the upper caste model....The women folk of the community...were

required, young and old, to appear before caste Hindus, always topless- About

tÏe ornaments also, there were restrictions. There were cenain prescribed

ornamenß only which they (could) wear.3o

Analogous stories can be culled from US history as well. Slavery

ended in the US in 1865, but racial segregation and humiliation did not.

A decade and a half after the end of the US civil war (1861-5), Americat

South witnessed the rise of Jim Crow laws, segregating the Blacks for

housing education, religious, and social life, not allowing them access to

public spaces and voting rights, and punishing them often tluough lynch

mobs if they crossed a politically and socially determined line. Inter-racial

marriages were outlawed; inter-racial set( was criminalized. Lynching of
African-Americans dso became quite common.3r Available studies suggest

an annual average of a litde over 100 þchinç during 1882-1930 or

rougtrly one þching every third day during those 49 yeaß.32

Similarl¡ discrimination, degradation, and violence were written
into customary norms about caste relations. The rystem worked
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peacefully if the pre-assigned caste roles were accepted. There was
upward mobiliry in the caste sysrem, especially through 'Sansk¡itization
and ''S7'esternizatiort', but such mobility was severely limited.33
Sa¡rsk¡itization meanr following the life style and rituals of the upper
castes, but such moves by the lower castes would often be unacceptable
to the upper castes and force would be exercised to mainrain socid order.
''S?'esternization', meaning speaking English and adopting English life
styles, became a model ofmobiliry only after the beginning of the British
conquest of India in 1757. Bringing England home was, however, never
a practical choice for India's masses; ar best, it was available in the cities.
At independence, no more rhan 12-15 per cenr of India was urban, and
the literacy rate, roo, was a mere 17-18 per cenr. English-speakers.were
a miniscule per cenr of the population.

All of what has been said above is basically conce?twtl, an arrempr
to suggest that in its verticaliry if nor in orher ways, caste is analogous
to race. Let me nov¡ move toward the ocphnatory side of the problem
at hand. The big question is: what economic consequences follow, if a
vertical caste order is undermined. Tocquevillet argument about Ohio
and Kentucky converges on how the absence of slavery led ro economic
dyna-mism in Ohio. In Kentucþ 'narure...seems acrive and alive,
whereas man is idle'. And in Ohio, which never had sla'ves, 'men are
busily at work; Êne crops cover rhe fields; elegant dwellings tesd$' to the
taste and industry of the workers'. Can different caste configurations be
similarly linked to the economic dynamism or sragnation of states and
regions of India?

A RISINC SOUTH: SOME BASIC STATISTICS

To illustrate the divergence between norrhern and southern India, let
me present three sets of statistics: state-level economic growth rates
as well as state-level growth rates in per capita income; growth rates in
a number of what Government of India calls 'enterprises', both
rural and urban; and growth rates of OBC-owned enterprises. The
numbers belowwill make greater sense, ifwe keep in mind the relative
population shares of the two regions. To recap, according to the 2001
census, the four Southern states held about 20.8 per cent, and the
four major Hindi-speaking srares about 41.6 per cenr, of Indiat
population.3a
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Table 7.7 shows the annualized economic growth rates of the two
regions. During 1960-80, the economic growth rates of the North a¡rd

South were not very different. The Hindi-speaking North grew at an
'average of 2.8 per cent per annum, the South at 3.1 per cent. Moreover,
both sets of states had a growth rate lower than the all-India national
average. In the period 1980-2007, the all-India growth rate picked up
substantially. The Hindi-speaking North has continued to grow below
the national average, but the Southern growth has caught up with the
national trend line.

T¡¡re7.1: North a¡d South India: Economic Growth Rates in India,
1960-2007

(per cent per annrm)

AII-India average

Hindi-speaking Nonh

Bihar

Madhya Pradesh

þasúran
Utta¡ Pradesh

Auaøge

SourÌ¡ern stares

Andhra Pradesh

Ka¡nataka

Kerala

Tâmil Nadu

Auerage

South/Nonh ratio

r96(Æ0

3.4

2.7

2.6

to

2.8

2.8

3.1

3.7

3.r

2.3

3.1

1.1 1

1981-2M7

5.7

4.4

4.2

5.6

4.5

6.0

5.8

5.6

5.7

5-8

r.23

Source. Based on the \ü'orld Bank Statistics on Indian Stares.

Table7.2 makes the contrast sharper. It presents the growth rates in

?er caPita incomes, a more meaningfi:I category than aggregate growth
rates, for it subtracts population growth rates from economic growth
rates, providing a better measure of economic welfue. During 1960-80,
compared to the North, Southern per capita incomes grew 2J7 times
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higher per year. During 1980-2007, the South-Nonh ratio in the
growth of per capita incomes continued to be an impressive 2.04. In
absolute terms, the South-North ratio for the second period is lower
than for the first, but it is on a much higher starisrical base by 1980. This
effectively means that compared to the North, per capita incomes in
Southern states have been growing virtually exponentially since 1960.35

This is perhaps the sense in which rve can best interpret Sen's comment
that India will become þart California, part sub-Saha¡an Afticâ before
long.36 If the North does not c¿tch up, Southern incomes will be many
times higher tha¡ Northern incomes in the next 15-20 years.37

Tes-s7.2: Nonh and South India: Per Capira Net State Domestic Product
(NSDP) Growth Rates, 1960-2007
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as 'an undertaking engaged in production and./or distribution of goods

andlor services not for the sole purpose of own consumpdon'.38 The

definition includes non-crop growing agricultural enterprises, and large,

medium, and small-scde industries as well as rural enterprises. The

capital employed in each enterprise is not collected, nor is it perhaps

easy to get an accurete measure of it in a largely informal economy.

But the census does count the numbers of enterprises, permitting some

fairly meaningfirl inferences for our purposes.

Contemporary travellers to Southern India inva¡iably note signs

of economic dynamism virtually everywhere they go, whereas vast

parts of the Hindi-speaking North, like Tocquwillet Kentucþ appear

remarkably listless to the naked eye. Täbles 7-3,7.4 and7.5 provide
some stetistical evidence for the traveller's visual impressions. Teble7.3
shows that during 1980-90, while the number of enterprises in the
South grew by 33.6 per cent, the North managed a decadal rise of
21.2 per cent only. During 1998-2005, the latest period for which data

are available, the Southwent through an explosive boom, as its number
of enterprises greïv by a massive 55 per cent, while new enterprises

in the North added a mere 27.8 per cent to the 1998 base. If the

economic census had also provided figures for the capital deployed,

not simply the number of enterprises, a fuller picture could have been

obtained. Nevertheless, Täbles 7 -3-7.5 make it clea¡ that compared
to the North, meny more new enterprises emerged in Southern India
since 1980.

Tarrrn7.3:, Nonh and South India: Growth in the Number of Enterprises,

1980-2005

South

Nonh

Hindi-speaking Nonh

Bihar

Madhya Pradesh

þasthan
Una¡ Pradesh

Aterage

Southern States

Andhra Pradesh

K¿¡nataka

Kerala

Tämil Nadu

Aaoage

South/Ì.{onh R¿do

0.6

0.1

0.2

0.7

0.4

1.0

r.3

1.0

0.9

t.I
2.77

1.5

2.0

3.2

1.8

2.1

4.3

3.9

4.6

4.>

4.j
2.04

Source. Based. on the World Bank Statistics on Indian States.

Let us now turn to the growth of enterprises in the two regions. The
Ministry of Statistics (MoS), Government of India, started taking an
Economic Census of India in 1977. The aim ïyas to provide a 'complete
enumeration of all agricultural (except crop production and plantarion)
and non-agriculrural entrepreneurid activities'. It defines an 'ente¡prise'

Source Based on the Economic Census 1998 and 2005, Department of Statistics,

Government of India.

Table7.4 shows how the rural South has been transformed. During
1998-2005, t}re number of rural enterprises grew by approximateþ

33.6t

2r.27

55.39

27.82

(pa cmt per annum)

(po cnt)
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T¡trn7.4: Nonh and South India:
2005

Growth of Rural Enrerprises, 1998-
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Trrsrn7.5: North and South India: Growth of Urban Enterprises, 1998-
2005

Toøl UrbazSøt¿

Andhra Pradesh

Ka¡nataka

Kerala

Tämil Nadu

South Toral

1998

2,007,386

r,r52,092

1,240,685

1,407,786

5,807,949

2005

2,847,796

r,590,r52

2,10r,075

2,727,624

9.266.647

Søtc

Andhra Pradesh

Karnaraka

Kerala

Tämil Nadu

South Total

t998

895,156

759,539

323,986

1,106,0 r 8

3,084,699

2005

t,r49,186

948,722

702,753

r,705,767

4.506.428

Growth (per cøt)

28.38

24.9r

116.9r

54.23

46.o9

Toølfur¿l

Biha¡

Madhya Pradesh

þasthan
Uttar Pradesh

Norrh Total

872,107

t,207,r95

910,625

r,478,767

4,468,694

1,131,303

r,356,340

t,216,060

2,403,629

6,r07,332

Bihar

Madhya Pradesh

þasthan
Unar Pradesh

North Total

570,667

9r7,245

6t9,960

r,564,244

3,672,rr6

t84,72r

1,0r6,227

745,405

r,942,r38

4.288,49r

10 1a

12.35

33.54

62.54

36.67

2.46

r0.79

20.23

24.16

16.79

South-Nonh ratio

Source Based on t}le Economic Census 1998 and 2005, Department of Statistics,

Government of India.

59.5 per cent in the South on a base that was higher to begin with,
whereas enterprise growrh was a mere 36.7 per cenr in the rural
North. By 2005, the rural South had almost one a half rimes as many
enterprises in absolute rerms as the rural North did, though in terms
of population, the rural South carries only about half as many people
as the rural North. During 1998-2005, urban enrerprises in the South
also grew much more than in the North (Tâble 1.5). ln 1998, Northern
towns and cities had more enrerprises than those in the South, but by
2005, the South had surged ahead. In purely numerical rerms, then,
the rural entrepreneurial boom in the South is very impressive, but the
urban enterprise is not far behind.

Theoreticall¡ of course, it is quite possible for rhe number of
enterprises to decline or stay the same and economic dynamism to rise,
provided mergers creete economies of scale. No data are available on
mergers and acquisitions in India beyond the top tiers of the formal
capitalist secror, and most of the enterprises counted in rhe census are
small and medium sized.3e

South-North ratio

Source Besedon the Economic Census 1998 and 2005, Department of Statistics,

Government of India.

In short, these statistics do not clearly establish that Southern
enterprises are much more emcient than their Northern counterParts,

though that may well be true. It is, however, incontestable that by now,

a signifcantþ larger proportion of Soutbern popuktion is inuolued in
commerce.

A¡e the new entrepreneurs randomly distributed across the various

castes, or is it that some castes have stood out in the entrepreneurial
boom sweeping tlirough much of the South? The business landscape in
Eastern,'Western, and Southern India has been traditionally dominated
by the trading castes, especially the Vaishyas and Marwaris. In the

South, the Chettiars have been the equivalent of the Vaishyas.ao Have

the 'lower castes' finally entered commerce in a big way?

To observers of Indiat political economy, the real issue concerning
change in the traditional occupational structure is not whether the

Dalits (SCs) have risen as a commercial force, but whether OBCs have.

Dalits were, and still remain, at the boftom of the social hierarchy. The

OBCs were always in the middle, and their numbers were also much

2.71.050.841.6r52130
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business ownership figures by a huge margin. Similarþ theJats, viewed
by scholars as a dominant caste, a¡e included in the list of OBCs in several

states. In Rajasthan, where, compared to the other states discussed here,

the growth in OBC ownership was the highest between 1998 and2005,
rising by more than 50 per cent in this period, theJats were added to t}re
OBC list only in 1999.43 Alarge part of the OBC business ownership in

þasthan in2005 may well be an artifact of the 1999 legislation.
On the whole, it is not unreasonable to conjecture that in

government statistics, the OBC category in the Nonh is substantially
inflated. It is possible that the Southem OBC lead is bigger than what
the government statistics indic¿te.

Second, we have no systematic analyses yet of the average size of
the business enterprise in the North and South. If it is true, as is often
speculated, that OBC ente¡prises in the North are generally very smdl,
whereas many OBC businesses in the South are reasonably large, then
the lead of Southern OBCs in commerce would be commensurably
greater. Some examples of this phenomenon are given below.

Third, even if the OBC sha¡e of business is not inflated in the
Nonh and the average size of business enterprise in the nvo regions is

not very different, it appears that the upper or dominant cåstes, whose

traditiond occupation was not business, have become much more
involved in commerce in the South. A comparison of Tâbles 7.3-7.5,
which report the overall numbers of business enterprises, with Tâbles

7.6 and 7.7, which repoft the OBC share of these enterprises, makes

this inference plausible. By 1998, the overall size of the entrepreneurial
community in the South had more tha¡ caught up with the North,
even though the total population of the North was twice as large, and

by 2005, the number of enterprises was greater in the South than in
the North. Assuming that Dalit businesses a¡e still few and fa¡ be¡veen,
both in the North and South, the much greater non-OBC ownership in
the Souúr is likely to consist, substantially if not entirel¡ ôf upper and

dominant caste$.4 Greater disaggregation of data, when available, will
clinch this point, but the inference makes statistical sense. This is another
sense in which the crumbling of the vertical social order is connected

to a commercial revolution. Not just the OBCs, all c¿stes, regardless of
what their traditional professions were, have entered business in large

numbers in the South.
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To sum up, India's South appears to have stolen an entrepreneurial
ma¡ch over the North, and the earlier and more decisive unravelling of
the caste order has played a large part in it. The Nomh has lagged behind,

on overall ente¡prise as also on upper caste a¡d OBC involvement
in commerce. Th. g"p may well have sta¡ted to close of late, but the

historical difference is beyond doubt.

FROM TODDY TAPPERS TO H ICH-TECH BUSIN ESSM EN

Statistics provide us a clear picture of the aggregate outcomes, but they
rarely give us e sense of the process generating the outcomes we observe,

nor do they reveal t}re texture of the politics that drives the process.a5

Often, it is the in-depth examination of a representative or critical case

that uncovers the process at the heart of an aggregate outcome. Let me,

therefore, turn to one of the most rema¡kable transformations in Indiat
caste history over the last 150 years.

The Nadars of Tamil Nadu a¡e widely recognized as a leading
business communiry of Southern India today. That was not always

so, however. Until a century back, the Nada¡s were placed near the
bottom of the caste pyramid. Their upward mobility indicates the depth
of Southern social transformation. Nothing comparable has happened

in the North, though some very recent trends, as discussed below, a¡e

worth watching.
Historically called Shanars, a term of abuse that they successñrlly

fought to change, the Nadars were traditionally toddy tappers. They were

classified as 'near untouchables', placed at the bottom of the so-called

OBC category and slighdy above r}re SCs. Toddy tapping essentially

meant that the Nada¡ men 'climbed the palmyra (tree) to tap its sap,

some of which was fermented to make an alcoholic beverage known in
English as toddy. This association wit}r alcohol was one of the primary
reesons for the traditionally low social status of the Shana¡s'.46

Like the Ezhavas in Kerala, described ea¡lier, the Nada¡s also had to
go through a litany of quotidian deprivations and insults, all enforced

by violence if the tradition rvas violated:

A Nada¡ must remain thirry six paces from a Brahmin, and must come no

closer than twelve to a Nair. As members of a degraded caste, Nada¡s were

prohibited Êom carrying an umbrella, and from wearing shoes or golden

ornaments. Their houses could not be higher tha¡ one storey. ... Nada¡ women
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institutes. A total of 94 educational institutions are listed on the

community's website.5a Especidly noteworthy are the number of colleges

and raining facilities, such as V,A..P Nada¡s Accountancy College, Jeyaraj
,Annapackiam College of Nursing Sri Sivasubraminya Nadar College of
Engineering and MEPCO Schlenk Dental College.55

Because of the power the lower castes have come to exercise inTämil
Nadu, state institutions have helped the effons of organizations like
the NMS by providing partial funding for their projects. For example,

the Government ofTâmil Nadu allocated funds for the construction of
school buildings by private groups and also paid teachers' sala¡ies. 'Being

relieved of teachers' sala¡ies while receiving substantid grants towa¡ds

construction of new buildings has helped the associations rapidly to
expand their educational services.'56

Emerging as a byproduct of the lower caste revolution in politics,

a final development should also be noted. Since affirmetive action

programmes in Tämil Nadu were among the most ambitious in the

country reserving as much as 69 per cent of all government jobs and

seats in state-supported higher educ¿tional institudons for lower c:$tes,

Brahmins sta¡ted entering commerce. Brahmins traditionally dominated

the educational sector and civil service in the South,57 but with big lower

caste quotas by the mid to late 1960s, government jobs started dtn"g
up. Scholars sta¡ted noticing the rise of Brahmins in inclustries in the

1970s.58 By the turn of the century Brahmins had come to dominate

the knowledge-intensive information technology (IT) clusters all over

Southern India.5e

In short, the commercial revolution in Southern India appears to be

driven to a substantial extent by the flattening of caste hiera¡chies. It led

to the rise of lower castes in business on one ha¡d and the emergence

on Brahmin entrepreneurs on the other. In contrast, the Nonh did not
witness a caste upheaval for much of the nventieth century.@ That has

begun to change only recendy.

LOWER CASTES IN THE NORTH: WILL UPTURN AROUND?

Defying history a veritable political revolution has staned taking place

in Nonhern India. In UB India's largest state, home to over 170 million
people, a primarily Dalit political organization, Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP), led by a Dalit woman and supported substantially by Brahmins,
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came to power in May 2007.ln South India, where the non-Brahmin

c:$tes c:rme to power by the late 1960s, Dalis (SCs) were never in the

lead; the OBCs, including those at the bottom of the OBC category

such as the Nada¡s, were. No Ddit parry had ever come to power in
Indiat states.

Can the political revolution in UP lead to a Southern-style com-

mercial revoludon? The answer is complicated, but worth speculating

uPon.
læt us first look at the caste and communal a¡ithmetic of UP.

Täble 7.8 has the best estimate of UP's castes and communities.6t Until
the mid-1980s, UP politics was dominated by the Congress Pafty (the

Congress hereafter). The Congress had a sandwich süategy, combining

support among the upper castes, especially Brahmins, with support

from Ddits and Muslims. By the early 1990s, especidly due to the

politicd mobilization of lower castes and their alliance with Muslims,

Congress dominance ended and several parties emerged on the scene.

The party system became fractured, or'muld-cornered' as it is often

c¡lled in India.

T¡sI.r 7.8: Castes and Communities in UP
(Per cnt)

Hindu Upper castes

(Ofwhom Brahmins)

19.0

(8.5)

Hindu OBC-s or Middle Castes

(Of whom Yadavs)

4r.t
(e.o)

Hindu Scheduled Castes (SC-s) or Dalits

(Of whomJatevs)

2t.l
(13.0)

Muslims

(Tot¡I)

18.5

(99.73)

Soørce Bajf,d. on Jasmine Zerinini-Brotelt 'The Marginalization of úte Saadrn¿s in

Una¡ Pradesh?' in Christophe Jaftelot, and Sanjay Kuma¡, eds, Rise of tbe Pl¿bei¿ns?

The Cbanging Face of Indian lzgishtiae '4ssemblies' 
2009, New Delhi: Roudedge.

For winning a majority of seats in a rnubi-pd'rty, f.rst-?ast-the-post
parliamentary q¡stem, one normally needs at least 30 Per cent of votes.

A p"¡ty that could win òver three-founhs of the OBC vote could have

[*-














